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Sexy Pop, Adult Contemporary, Club Dance 12 MP3 Songs POP: Party Pop, POP: Bubblegum Pop

Details: Thank you for taking the time to listen to my music. I hope you found it enjoyable and a

pleasurable to you. Here are some facts about me. Born Englewood, New Jersey and raised in Bergen

County. Studied at the Kathy Dunn Cultural Center starting at four years of age. Studied voice with

Marilyn Milliken for eight years. Graduated from Marist College in New York - Bachelor's Degree in

Business Finance GPA: 3.50. Starred and performed at the Bergen Summer Festival. Performed for the

Christian Brothers 1990 through 1999. Performed at the elite McCoys in New York 1999-2002.

Contestant on American Idol Songs in semi regular rotation on Delaware's largest radio station My Music:

Pop, Adult Contemporary, Club Dance but I love all types of music and can perform almost anything.

Here is what the "Taxi" A&R staff had to say about my music. "Ouch! Boy I can FEEL the song I'm Gonna

Be Strong! Normally, I like a chorus to give away the punch line sooner, but I think that you make listening

to the whole song worth the wait! The majority of the song talks about how strong she's going to be, and

then at the end, she reveals that she will cry. The lyric is very real feeling, conversational, it conveys the

story clearly, has good rhyme patterns  brings tears to my eyes with relatabililty. All of that said Good

Job!" " Casey certainly knows how to tell a story, as if you actually lived it. The conversational tone and

clarity of the music is so good that the music feels like a good friend sharing her innermost emotions over

a good latte in a small neighborhood coffee house. For those to busy for friends like that, this song could

be that friend." "I have to comment on your vocals. They sound really good. You sound like a cross

between the edgy side of Kim Carnes and the smooth side of Sheena Easton." Love to all my fans who

purchased a CD, thanks for all of your support. Tell a friend about the CD to spread the word. You can

also download any of my songs from any of the online music stores that offer this service. Get yours
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today! Drop me an e-mail, I love to hear from my fans and will respond as soon as I can. You can also

visit my store at Lionhunterservices/caseyfor updates and other cool stuff. Love...Casey
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